Week of May 16th 2022
OUR PURPOSE: Connecting the world to share food and care for one
another
OUR MISSION: Delivering success for our customers through
industryleading
people, products and solutions.

Ramps

Cherries

Kalera Krunch LOCAL

400573 | 3#
considered a culinary delicacy and should
be treated as such. Ramps has a piquant
onion and garlic ﬂavor with a woodsy,
pungent aroma. The entire plant is edible,
including the roots.

100563 | case
California cherries have a sweet, mildly tart
ﬂavor well suited for both savory and sweet
preparations eat them raw, make jam, or
pickle

400331 | 18ct
Grown right here in Atlanta at Kalera farms
Crispy, Crunchy, Sweet Juicy Leaves.
Great for burgers, sandwiches and salad.
Support local!

Peach - Florida LOCAL
101097 | case
our favorite summertime fruit! Single layer
ﬂavorful, sweet and juicy!

Squash Blossoms
400981 | 20/25ct
enjoy this delicate ﬂower by dipping them
into a light egg batter and frying, or they
may be stuﬀed with a herbs and cheese, or
try them raw in a salad

Fresh Fava Beans

Lemon Thyme

400918 | 5#
These favas can be thrown on the grill and
eaten whole; get chopped up, pods and all,
and added raw to salads; or just eaten out
of hand. Favas at this point taste fresh and
green, similar to a sugar snap pea with a bit
more nuttiness

490132 | 1#
can be used to ﬂavor poultry, seafood, and
vegetables, and will accentuate the natural
ﬂavor proﬁles of ﬁsh and meat dishes in
particular.

Petite Mache Crowns
Apricot
100118 | layer
Apricots can be used in both raw and
cooked applications, and in every type of
dish from appetizer to dessert.

Baby Globe Carrots
400188 | box
also called Thumbelina – a mini round
carrot roughly the size of a golf ball when
harvested. This gourmet carrot is delicious
eaten raw or cooked with no need to peel! It
is the perfect bit size for fresh eating

Supply may be limited, order now while supplies last!
www.freshpoint.com/atlanta

Rhubarb
400877 | 15#
A tell-tale sign of spring! The edible part of
this perennial plant is the vibrant pink stalk,
which is almost always cooked with lots of
sugar because it is very sour.

400944 | 50ct
is most frequently featured in salads. Its
mild ﬂavor makes it a great companion with
spicier greens such as arugula or served
simply dressed on its own.

Kaﬁr Lime Leaves
400379 | 1#
impart a bright and pleasantly tangy taste
that you'd expect from any citrus. But they
also have a complex, herbal depth of ﬂavor
that simply doesn't compare to anything
else

